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        Hair Stylist Professionals displays many beautiful and customized hairstyles to people who are fond of trending hairstyles in the dynamic world. The lifespan of different hairstyle varies from person to person, depending on the nature of the hair.



The perm life span depends on the care taken by the individuals. The main rule of perm hairstyling is your cared hair must remain untouched and complete dry for forty-eight hours after the  styling process. The expert hair professional recommends people to follow this rule for the healthier maintenance of the hair.
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How does perm hairstyle gets affected and how long the style lasts?

The people who are longing for different variety of trending hairstyles should know the rules of permanent hair styling called perm. People undergone for a perm hair treatment must stay away from chemicals because chlorine ruins a perm. The chemicals used for the hair treatment process create more pores in the hairs and weaken the outer layer of the head hair, paves the way for the

flow of moisture or water. The maintenance period or waiting time period must followed by the hair stylish lovers to avoid hair damages. During the waiting period, the hair regains its natural

balance.

The chemical products used in the water pool to control the growth of virus and bacteria like chlorine affects the setting procedure initiated with chemical hair care products results in hair fall and hair damage. Similarly, the ocean water rich in salt contents affects the styled hair makes the hair frizzy and tangled.
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What are the possible ways available to protect the perm hairs?

Professional Swimmer or people who are fond of swimming must avoid swimming with perm hair to prevent hair damages like itching, hair fall etc. There are some tips available for the professional swimmers to protect their hair structures.

The procedure is described in the detail as follows:

	The best solution is to wear a hair cap or swim cap that saves your loved perm.
	You must apply some hair oils and conditioners before you wear the protecting hat.
	You must tie your hair with the hair aids at the upper part of your head all the curls pinned to the center part of the head section.


Then you wear the stylish hat protects your hair and helps to maintain the existing nutrients and moisture contents of the hair. You can use the specialized hair care products designed for the swimmers to protect hair.
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[image: ]Website written, managed and maintained by Dave Reyna. I am a certified personal physiotherapist, but any advice should be taken as general information and not a personalized plan. All opinions, tips and reviews are based upon my personal life experience and the experiences of those around me.
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This site is not intended to replace medical assessment / information. With any injury if in doubt get it checked out.

Contact us: [email protected]
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